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 PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Gabriel Kofi NZULU is acquainted with Human Resource Strategies and is capable 
of setting up HR philosophies, HR Policies, HR Programs, HR Practices and HR 
Processes to the strategic needs of an organization. He is capable of developing and 
implementing strategies which lead to the provision of learning, development and 
training opportunities in order to improve individual, team and organizational 
performance. Gabriel Kofi NZULU is able to produce a coherent and comprehensive 
framework which aims at developing people, to create a conducive learning environment 
for both the individual and the organization as a whole.  

 Mr. Gabriel Kofi NZULU works as a Research & Intelligent Executive to provide fast, 
efficient and Professional Research Service to business clients, on wider business 
objectives in order to maintain and introduce improvements in the Company’s Research 
Service Role. He is capable of preparing, compiling and controlling design 
documentation such as design history files; safety analysis and regulatory technical files 
and also prepare and file scientific/technical reports for publication.   

 Gabriel Kofi NZULU is experienced in renewable energy projects development, 
planning, implementation and overall management, programs monitoring and evaluation, 
the conduct of renewable energy feasibility studies, data management and renewable 
energy policy issues. Mr. Gabriel Kofi NZULU has worked on renewable energy projects 
and case studies in Sweden on short to mid terms contracts. 

 Gabriel Kofi NZULU is very much experienced in laboratory research especially in the 
field of Ellipsometry. He has taken a number of research projects and used techniques 
such as Atomic Force Spectroscopy (AFM), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), 
STM, ED, XRD, OM, TEM, NMR, Laue Camera, EPR, AES, RHEED, Florescence 



Spectroscopy, XRF, AAS, Gamma Spectroscopy and etc. to characterize and analyze 
samples. Mr. Gabriel Kofi NZULU’s analytical skills are quite good. He has also taken 
projects and trainings involving growth techniques.   

 Mr. Gabriel Kofi NZULU has undertaken a lot of field exercises and trainings to the 
study of the geological systems (areas/zones) in Ghana. He has used techniques such as 
Seismic, Gravitation, Induced Polarization, Magnetism and Electromagnetism methods in 
geophysical research (exploration).  Mr. NZULU is capable of using GIS software for 
data creation, data representation, data modeling, topographical modeling, cartographical 
modeling and analysis of GIS spatial data.  

Contact: gknzulu@gmail.com 
Tel: Sweden 0046735615198 
Germany: 0049251899286 
Ireland: 00353894294420 


